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Project
Profile

OWNER
Owner/Developer of Ironside
Leader in Miami real estate
Projects in: 

Design District 
Wynwood 
Upper East Side

Interested in: 
Urban sustainable initiatives
Mixed-use urban spaces
Little River community

TENANTS
Ironside Pizza
KZ Architecture
Puro Papel
Island Tribe
CoveringsETC
Enea Garden Design
Tsao Design Group
and more...

KEY FEATURES
Berlin Wall Segments (right)
Rainbow Eucalyptus 
Edible garden at entrance
Adjacency to railroad tracks
Bocce ball court
Car2Go and Uber drop zone

COMMUNITY
Little River/Upper-East Side

Warehouse district
Primarily residential

low-income residents
Developing arts district

Miami Ironside
Rail 71

Near Biscayne Bay
high-income clientele

BIO·DY·NAM·IC
Of or relating to a system that 
follows a sustainable, holistic 
approach. With regard to 
landscape and development, 
uses only organic, usually locally-
sourced materials while taking a 
more holistic approach, viewing 
the environment as a working unity 
that should be as self-sustaining as 
possible.

DEVELOPER GOALS
to achieve to be a prototype of a “village concept” for warehouse 
conversion
to mixed-used urban space
to be the first biodynamic site in the nation:

edible gardens 
lcoally sourced vegetation 
rare plant species 
spaces for outdoor activity 
site-sourced design materials

CHALLENGES
wayfinding

difficult to find points of entry
difficult to navigate/unclear 
circulation
no zoning
no environmental cues
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LOCATION
Miami’s Upper East Side/Little River:

North of Edgewater
South of Miami Shores
East of Little Haiti
Sits on Biscayne Bay

On the SW corner of NE 79th Street & 
NE 4th Court 
Surrounding area:

Low-income community
No similar projects nearby
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CIRCULATION 
Three main spaces:

Promenade
Piazza
Bocce court

Paths serve as connectors/thresholds
Thresholds are uninteresting

Visitors are unaware of site 
continuation (south) after piazza

promenade is both a path and space

@ Piazza

@ promenade

SITE
Approach:

Virtually nonexistent
Can’t be seen from 79th St.
View from 4th Court is opaque
Street side-businesses

Points of entry:
Scattered
Main pedestrian entry unclear
Main vehicular entry unclear
Site parking unclear



Entrance design:
Gate

Transparent component 
allows for vision 

Gazebo
Overhead conditions entice 
visitors to walk into the next 
experiential zone
New color story gives a 
sense of arrival to each 
major space

Goals + 
Strategties
Create clear primary, secondary, 
and tertriary entrances, spaces, 
and paths of movement in order 
to increase both vehicular traffic to 
the site and foot traffic throughout 
the site.

Make the street facade more 
inviting to draw passerbys inside.

Promenade design:
Transparent veranda covering

Allows light to enter 
promenade
Creates a more inviting space
Allows for plants to thrive 
within the space, emphasizing 
the biodynamic concept of 
Ironside
Allows drivers on 79th St to 
see circulation within the site

Design concept:
Color Zoning

Distinct zones are designated by the installment of 
transparent, colored structures, such as awnings and 
verandas where the color of each structure directly 
indicates one particular zone of the project. The colors 
of the awnings are influenced by the flora that typically 
embodies traditional tuscan homes, and also by the colors 
of the rainbow eucalyptus’ peeling bark. This pays tribute 
to the italian influence of ironside, as well as its unique 
collection of trees.
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SCHEMATIC 
DESIGN

Exploration and generation of different schemes and 
layouts for the marketplace. Expected foot traffic, 
circulation routes, and accessibility were considered in 
design. 




